. The error is in the proof of Lemma 3.5. In fact, as the example below shows, there are parometrized families of space curves, where the special fiber is not obtained by specializing the values of the parameters, but has embedded points. The arguments of the rest of the section are correct, and they give the following weaker result (we use the notations of the paper). 
H\ all these have image zero in έ? Zo , o ) . Now the family ^ is Zariski equisingular (all fibers have (3; 7) as characteristic) but it does not satisfy condition g"; if it did, by Theorem 2.4 Z Q should be the itf-transform of X o , in particular reduced.
REMARK. For certain snigularities of plane curves, Zariski equisingularity implies condition & B g. This is the case for families of germs of curves of characteristic (n, n + 1). In this case the iϊ-transform is nonsingular, and it is easy to verify our assertion. It would be interesting to characterize those characteristics for which both concepts agree. The Supporting Institutions listed above contribute to the cost of publication of this Journal, but they are not owners or publishers and have no responsibility for its content or policies.
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